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YOUR GATEWAY TO  
THE WYNSTAN FAMILY
Wynstan has 24 showrooms 
throughout NSW and Victoria, so  
be sure to drop in and meet our  
friendly consultants!

 NSW Showrooms
Baulkham Hills
Blakehurst
Brookvale
Concord
Drummoyne
East Gosford
Engadine
Five Dock
Hornsby
Kensington
Kotara
Liverpool
Mosman
Narellan
Riverwood
Rooty Hill
Unanderra
Willoughby

 Victoria Showrooms
Airport West
Blackburn
Dandenong
Heidelberg
Hoppers Crossing
Toorak

Our family owned and operated business 
has been supplying homes with blinds, 
doors, shutters and awnings since 1968. 
All of our products are backed by our three 
year warranty and are made from scratch, 
using only quality materials, to ensure you 
and your family enjoy them for many years 
to come. We feel strongly about keeping 
your little ones safe, so we fit our blinds 
with child safety devices or one of our many 
Wynmotion motorisation options. To learn 
more about these safety devices please visit 
our website at wynstan.com.au. 

At Wynstan, we understand you have unique 
needs when it comes to your home. Whether 
you want to update your décor, reduce your 
running costs, better utilise your outdoor 

area or increase your security, our team will 
help you choose the product that perfectly 
matches your lifestyle. If you need ideas, why 
not pop into your local Showroom where you 
can see and touch displays and chat to our 
team who are on hand to offer you expert 
advice. If you prefer, we can come to you, 
simply visit our website at wynstan.com.au 
or call our team on 1300 667 679 to arrange 
your free in-home consultation. 

So, browse through this brochure, grab a 
little inspiration, and get ready to transform 
your home with the help of Wynstan. With 
a quality product range spanning from 
blinds, shutters, awnings to security doors, 
experienced staff and a Showroom nearby, 
why would you buy anywhere else?

Thank you for considering 
Wynstan for your window 
and door fashions. You 
may be familiar with our 
saying “Hello, I’m Wynstan, 
Wynstan with a Y”, but did 
you also know we are one of 
Australia’s oldest and most 
trusted Manufacturers and 
Retailers of custom window 
and door fashions? 
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THE WYNSTAN WAY
STEP 2STEP 1 STEP 4STEP 3

The Wynstan process is easy with just four simple steps.

BOOK US IN
Book your free in-home consultation by  
calling your local Wynstan Showroom on  
1300 667 679, or by visiting our website 
wynstan.com.au. If you need a little 
inspiration, why not pop into your local 
Showroom where you can try out our product 
displays and gain some friendly/expert advice.

WE COME TO YOU
Once your in-home consultation has been 
booked, a Wynstan Sales Consultant will  
visit you to provide a free measure and  
quote. Your consultant will show you product  
samples and swatches to select from, all  
within the comfort of your own home.

DON’T LIFT A FINGER!
At a time that is convenient for you, an expert 
member of our Installation Team will come to 
your home and install your product. Then all 
that is left is for you to sit back, relax, and  
enjoy your fabulous new Wynstan product.

WE MANUFACTURE YOUR PRODUCT
In our leading-edge manufacturing facility,  
your products are custom made to suit 
your home using quality materials and 
workmanship. Wynstan products are built  
to last, providing peace of mind and ensuring 
that you will enjoy them for years to come.

BLINDS
WYNSTAN is proud to offer a vast range of blinds including  
Roller Blinds, Roman Blinds, Vertical Drapes and Venetian Blinds.

Many Wynstan blinds can also be motorised, for the ultimate in luxury and convenience. 
Look for the ‘Why not add Wynmotion’ symbol to learn if a product can be motorised.



Home needs to be that 

place where you can escape 

from the rest of life... 

 

Let Wynstan help you turn 

your house into a home.
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ROMAN 
BLINDS
Roman Blinds offer the 
best of both worlds;  
tailored fabric folds give 
sophisticated style,  
whilst the pull-up design  
is practical.

When drawn high, the fabric folds create a 
fashionable pelmet effect that will add an 
extra dimension to any window. To ensure you 
achieve your desired look, we carry a variety of 
quality block-out, sunscreen and light filtering 
fabrics in a wide range of colours, patterns and 
textures. These fabric options offer a high level 
of shading, privacy and insulation benefits. 
Roman Blinds can be manually operated by 
cord or chain, or they can be motorised.

We also manufacture Batten Blinds, which are 
Roman Blinds fitted with slim wooden strips 
along the horizontal joins of the fabric. These 
timber battens give character and texture to the 
blind and are available in a number of different 
shades so you can match them to other 
wooden objects in your room. Like Romans, 
Batten Blinds can be operated manually by 
cord or chain, or can be motorised.

Roman Blinds can
be made with an 
extensive range of 
fabrics, meaning 
there is an option 
to suit any decor.

ROLLER 
BLINDS
Create a sleek, modern 
look with a fashionable 
Roller Blind. Roller Blinds 
are neat and discreet when 
pulled up and tasteful 
when pulled down.

We offer an extensive range of quality fabrics 
in a number of colours, patterns and textures. 
Blockout fabrics are great for bedrooms  
and light-filtering fabrics work wonders in  
living areas.

We offer a variety of bottom rails and trims to 
top off your look. Should you desire an even 
sleeker finish, we can conceal the top roller 
mechanism with a stylish fascia or cassette.

Roller Blind operation is by chain control,  
and if you have large windows where multiple 
blinds are needed, we can link them  
together to enable operation by a single  
control. Roller Blinds can also be motorised  
for ultimate convenience.

Like all Wynstan 
products, Roller 
Blinds come fitted 
with child safety 
devices.
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DOUBLE 
ROLLER 
BLINDS
A Double Roller Blind 
provides even greater  
light control, making it  
well suited to bedrooms. 

The system involves positioning a blockout 
fabric on one roller in front of a sunscreen or 
light-filtering fabric on another roller, allowing 
you to adjust the blinds independent of each 
other. This system allows ultimate versatility 
in controlling both light and privacy. You can 
mix and match fabrics to create a look that is 
unique. Multiple Double Roller Blinds can  
also be linked together to allow operation  
by a single chain and can also be motorised.

With a Double Roller
Blind, a blockout 
fabric is positioned 
on one roller in front 
of a sunscreen or 
light-filtering fabric on
a second roller. 

SUNSCREEN 
FABRIC
Sunscreen Fabric can be 
used to turn your blind  
into a sunscreen blind, 
filtering out harsh UV  
rays while keeping a  
view to the outside. 

The following Wynstan Blinds can be  
made using Sunscreen fabric:

  Roman Blinds 
  Roller Blinds 
  Panel Glides

Sunscreen Fabrics work particularly well when 
used for blinds which are on windows facing 
the sun. They allow you to still see outside,  
and maintain a light and airy atmosphere, while 
cutting the sun and its UV rays dramatically.

Roller Blinds can be
made in blockout, 
light-filtering or 
sunscreen fabric
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WHISPER 
CELLULAR 
SHADES
Whisper Cellular Shades 
are advanced cellular  
blinds that feature a 
unique cellular structure 
resembling honeycomb. 

Air passing through the blinds gets trapped in 
the structure, which assists in noise reduction 
and aids in energy efficiency. The Whisper 
Cellular shades are perfect for unconventional 
windows as they can be manufactured in a 
number of different shapes.

Whisper Cellular Shades are also one of the 
few window coverings available which are 
specifically designed to cover skylights.  
Their highly versatile bottom-up and top-down 
functions allow you to to enjoy your views while 
keeping your privacy intact. Whisper Cellular 
Shades are manufactured from a durable 
fabric, ideal for everyday use, yet fine  
enough to diffuse light into an ambient  
glow. The shades are operated manually  
by cord, or can be motorised.

A unique
honeycomb 
structure saves 
energy by trapping 
air, making it 
easier to heat and 
cool your home. 

WHISPER 
SHEER 
SHADES
Whisper Sheer Shades 
combine the very  
best elements of blinds 
and curtains in one  
highly intelligent  
window covering. 

Constructed with a series of tilting fabric vanes 
suspensed between two layers of sheer fabric, 
Whisper Sheer Shades allow for control over 
the degree of light and privacy. When the 
vanes are open, they beautifully filter the light 
and almost disappear, allowing a clear view to 
the outside. When closed, the blind provides 
complete privacy, but without completely 
darkening the space.

The sheer polyester fabric is luxurious and 
delicate in appearance, yet durable enough 
for everyday use. Its anti-static nature helps 
repel dirt and dust. 50mm or 65mm vanes that 
are sandwiched between the two layers of 
fabric are available in translucent and room-
darkening fabrics in a variety of fashionable 
colours. The headrail can be colour 
coordinated to discreetly conceal the blind 
when it is fully raised.Close-ups

of Whisper
Sheer Shades
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VISION 
BLINDS
Vision Blinds combine  
the elegant light diffusion 
of sheer fabric with the 
stylish practicality of a 
Roller Blind. 

The front layer moves independently of 
the back layer, allowing the stripes to glide 
between each other and giving you more 
control over the amount of light and degree  
of privacy.

With Vision Blinds, you’ll be spoilt for choice 
with the contemporary colour and fabric 
palettes of statement stripes featuring a 
stunning range of dramatic metallic finishes, 
pretty sheers and natural woven effects. 
Vision Blinds roll up into an attractive cassette 
headrail featuring a matching fabric insert.

Close-ups 
of Vision
Blinds

PANEL 
GLIDES
Panel Glides are inspired 
by Asian design, with 
large panels and simplistic 
function, and will give 
your space a sleek and 
contemporary look. 

This product is made up of a system of panels 
that are attached to a carrier running along 
a discreet track and allow for the optional 
addition of a fashionable pelmet.

Panel Glides can also be used as stylish room 
dividers, making them a fantastic alternative to 
traditional partitioning systems. They can also 
cover large openings such as doorways.

Close-up 
of Panel 
Glide Track
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VERTICAL 
DRAPES
Vertical Drapes are a 
popular choice due to  
their practical and  
versatile nature. 

They function equally well over both windows 
and doors, allowing you to create consistency 
throughout your home. Vertical Drapes are 
available in three slat widths, and fabrics 
range from blockout to light filtering. Wynstan’s 
three-weight program provides options for 
the method of weighting your Vertical Drapes. 
Choose between weights and chain, special 
weights or sewn in weights.

Tracks can be colour coordinated to match 
your chosen fabric. Vertical Drapes can also 
be further customised with a fabric insert or 
fashionable pelmet. Vertical Drapes can be 
operated by wand control or cord and  
chain control.

Weights 
and chain

Special weights

Sewn in 
weights

VENETIAN 
BLINDS
Timber Venetian Blinds  
are a popular option as 
they work for any room 
and are easy to operate 
and maintain.

The slats can be positioned in such a way that 
the light is let in and prying eyes are kept out. 
Wynstan manufactures Timber Venetians in 
either lacquered cedar or painted basswood.

Timber Look Venetian Blinds provide the same 
look and feel as Timber Venetians but offer 
further advantages. In addition to being more 
economical, Timber Look Venetians are crafted 
from advanced materials which are more 
tolerant to moisture than Timber Venetians. 
This quality makes Timber Look Venetians 
ideal for kitchens, bathrooms and laundries. 
Venetians are operated by cord and wand, or 
can be motorised for added convenience. 

Aluminium Venetian Blinds are highly practical 
and versatile. They are easy to use and 
allow great light and privacy control, and 
are available in three different slat widths. To 
ensure extra durability and strength, Wynstan 
aluminium slats are made thicker than market 
standards in order to ensure longevity. Colours 
range from pastels to vibrant metallic shades, 
allowing compatibility with any decor or style.

Timber
Venetians

Timber Look
Venetians

Aluminium
Venetians



Whether you love life  

to be loud and colourful  

or for those who enjoy 

all things delicate, gentle 

and soft...

Come in-store, book in a 

consultation and see our full 

range of products.
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Straight Drop
Awnings

AWNINGS
WYNSTAN offers a wide range of awnings including Pivot Arm 
Awnings, Straight Drop Awnings and Canopy Awnings. Awnings are 
essential for the Australian lifestyle, making outdoor living spaces 
more comfortable by providing shade and sun protection.

Many Wynstan awnings can also be motorised, for the ultimate in luxury and convenience. 
Look for the ‘Why not add Wynmotion’ symbol to learn if a product can be motorised.
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FOLDING ARM 
AWNINGS
A Folding Arm Awning 
adds value to a home by 
allowing living space to be 
extended to the outdoors. 

A Folding Arm Awning can be manufactured 
up to 7.1m in width, which means that large 
entertaining spaces can be covered. This 
Awning is streamlined and neat, free from 
vertical posts. Therefore, even when extended, 
people can walk beneath the Awning without 
any obstructing posts blocking their path. 
When retracted, the Awning sits neatly  
against the wall.

A Folding Arm Awning can be manufactured  
in two different styles: 

 Standard: Ideal for placement under eaves 
and fitted with a factory adjusted pitch to 
provide maximum amount of shade. 
 Fully Enclosed: When retracted, the fabric 

and mechanism are fully encased in the 
cassette, protecting the Awning from wind,  
sun and rain damage.

A Folding Arm Awning is operated by crank 
handle mechanism, or can be motorised.

Close-ups of
Folding Arm
Awnings
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PIVOT ARM 
AWNINGS
Pivot Arm Awnings operate 
on a pivoting arm which 
moves in an arc as it 
extends and retracts.

This provides a larger space between the 
Awning and the window, allowing for greater  
air circulation into your home.

Pivot Arm Awnings are operated by crank 
control or via a rope or tape which can be fed 
into your home, offering internal control. This 
is especially important on second storey or 
higher level installations. Pivot Arm Awnings 
can also be motorised.

Close-up of
Pivot Arm
Awning

AUTOMATIC 
AWNINGS
An Automatic Awning 
is ideal for ground floor 
positions where the 
Awning needs to be 
installed close to the 
window in order to provide 
a high level of privacy and 
sun protection. 

Close installation also reduces heat loss in 
winter and keeps your home cool in summer.

In strong winds, this clever Awning responds 
by retracting to protect the fabric from weather 
damage. The Awning can be manufactured up 
to 4000mm wide, allowing one blind to cover 
multiple windows.

A hood, available in a wide range of colours, 
adds a sleek quality and protects the fabric 
from weather damage when not in use. The 
self locking arms, which slide along guide rails, 
are simple to operate by hand or a pull stick.

Close-up of
Automatic
Awning
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STRAIGHT 
DROP 
AWNINGS
Straight Drop Awnings are 
vertical awnings which 
operate more like blinds, 
running perpendicular to 
the ground. 

Straight Drop Awnings can be crafted in a 
range of styles, each with different technical 
properties. For instance, the Awning can utilise 
a hidden zip system, be guided along cables, 
or be loose at the sides and fasten at the base. 
With many styles and a wide range available, 
Straight Drop Awnings can be adapted to  
any area.

In particular, because they do not protrude, 
they are an ideal solution for the outside of 
windows which are next to fences or walkways. 
Straight Drop Awnings are also an excellent 
solution for the sides of roofed decks, 
verandahs or patios.

A range of fabrics are available for Straight 
Drop Awnings, ranging from colourful and 
patterned acrylic to canvas and clear PVC 
plastic. Sunscreen fabrics are also available, 
providing protection from the sun’s harmful  
UV rays.

Straight Drop Awnings 
are a simple and stylish 
addition to have outside 
your home
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FIXED STEEL 
AWNINGS
Fixed Steel Awnings  
are manufactured from 
tough COLORBOND® 
steel, providing your home 
with excellent protection 
from the rain and 
damaging UV rays. 

Our COLORBOND® Steel Awnings can add 
great style and dimension to your home 
and are available in a combination of one to 
fourteen colours. 

Steel Awnings are fixed to the wall, but the 
degree of slope can be anywhere from 15 to 
45 degrees. If you require a large Awning, we 
recommend the use of support posts to further 
enhance stability.

EUREKA 
CONSERVATORY 
AWNINGS
The Eureka Conservatory 
Awning is an elegant roof 
shading system designed  
to be fitted on the outside  
of both homes and 
commercial buildings, 
conservatory roofs, glass 
facades or windows.

It can be used as a retractable roof to cover 
outdoor entertaining areas. The Eureka 
Conservatory Awning is motorised so you can 
adjust the amount of sun protection with the  
touch of a button. Thanks to its unique tension 
system, high strength belts and mechanical 
tension springs, the Eureka Conservatory  
Awning is a versatile roof system that can be  
used all year round.
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CANOPY 
AWNINGS
Canopy Awnings provide 
valuable cover and 
protection over your 
windows and doorways,  
adding great character  
to your home. 

Wynstan can manufacture your Canopy 
Awning in a number of different styles such 
as curved or triangular, and with the bottom 
covered or uncovered. Wynstan also offers 
a great selection of fine fabrics to choose 
from, ensuring your Canopy Awning perfectly 
matches your home.

Many WYNSTAN Blinds and Awnings can be motorised with Wynmotion, eliminating the need for cords or cranks and 
giving you the ultimate experience of convenience and luxury. Control your Blinds or Awnings with the touch of a button!
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WHY ADD 
WYNMOTION?
There’s no time like  
the present to invest in  
future living. 

Especially designed for a relaxed Australian 
lifestyle, Wynmotion motorised solutions 
means kissing cords and levers goodbye – 
and controlling your blinds and awnings at  
the touch of a button. 

It’s a hands-off approach that means the kids 
will no longer be tempted to get in a tangle, 
there’s no back-wrenching cranking for you  
to do, and your windows enjoy a sleek,  
stylish motorised makeover. 

Without the wear and tear of manual  
operation, blinds and awnings stay in better 
working order for longer. The more efficiently 
they work, the more you might save on  
heating and cooling bills.

A Wynmotion window covering system  
is designed to add effortless luxury to  
your home – not just today – but all your  
tomorrows as well. 

Each one of our unique motors is lovingly 
engineered, painstakingly tested, then 
rigorously checked and re-checked to  
make sure it lives up to our exacting  
standards and your high expectations. 

You can be confident that once a Wynmotion 
system is in your home, it’s there for the long  
haul – as the 5-year warranty on every one of  
our motors proudly guarantees.

WYNMOTION 
FEATURES

 

 

Reduces the need for extension cords to 
reach a power point. 

No unsightly external battery packs.

Save on electrician costs.

Only needs to be charged four 
times per year.

Fully charged in three hours.

Can be used with any  
certified remote.

100% child safe.

 Can connect to any home.

Can be used with any certified remote.

Once set up, you don’t need to worry 
about it.

100% child safe.

Wynmotion sensors automatically control 
blinds and awnings to keep your home 
cooler in summer and warmer in winter.

6M LONG CABLE RECHARGER REMOTE OR HOME AUTOMATION

BATTERIES HIDDEN INSIDE THE MOTOR

CAN BE INSTALLED IN MOST WINDOWS

200 CYCLES PER CHARGE

ENERGY EFFICIENT

NEVER NEEDS RECHARGING

QUICK CHARGE

RADIO CONTROLLED

RADIO CONTROLLED

NO CORDS

NO CORDS

RECHARGEABLE MOTOR MAINS POWERED MOTOR
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RECHARGEABLE MOTOR (BLINDS)

Roller Blinds

Roman Blinds

Vision Blinds

MAINS POWER MOTOR (BLINDS)

Roller Blinds

Roman Blinds

Vision Blinds

Timber Venetians

MAINS POWER MOTOR (AWNINGS)

Straight Drop Awnings

Patio Awnings

Pivot Arm Awnings

Folding Arm Awnings

Eureka Conservatory Awnings

SELF TIGHTENING OPTION
Greater level of wind control for  
straight drop awnings.

WHY ADD WYNMOTION?
Please refer to the following lists to check if your 
product is compatible with Wynmotion. 

SHUTTERS
WYNSTAN offers custom made Plantation Shutters, perfectly crafted 
to fit your home, as well as Aluminium Shutters that are excellent for 
exterior spaces.



Colours and textures are 

two of the most important 

decisions to make when you 

are designing your home.

Come and look through our 

range of fabrics to see which 

one matches the vision in 

your mind. 
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PLANTATION 
SHUTTERS
Plantation Shutters are 
made from the finest 
basswood. 

This stunning timber will transform the 
appearance of your home. We also craft 
Fauxwood Shutters for wet areas such as the 
kitchen, laundry and bathroom.

Louvres can be tilted to allow sunlight in, while 
keeping prying eyes out. Wynstan Shutters 
also have fantastic insulating properties, 
keeping your room warmer in winter and cooler 
in summer. This also helps reduce your heating 
and cooling costs.

A wide variety of colours and slat widths 
means that Shutters can be carefully tailored 
to fit your home. Shutters can be hinged, bi-
fold or sliding, and therefore work effectively 
with almost any window. Shutters can even be 
made to fit round, arched or triangular shaped 
windows perfectly.

Close-up 
of Plantation 
shutters

With the blades open, 
Plantation Shutters 
still allow light to fill 
up the room
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ALUMINIUM 
SHUTTERS
Aluminium Shutters are the 
perfect outdoor solution, 
providing elegance and 
sophistication as well as 
being highly practical  
and functional by  
providing protection. 

Aluminium Shutters can also be used indoors, 
but are particularly effective outdoors as they 
are incredibly durable and feature a high UV 
powder coated finish.

Aluminium Shutters can be hinged, fixed,  
bi-fold or sliding.

DOORS, GRILLES  
& FLYSCREENS 
WYNSTAN is a licensed retailer of Crimsafe® security  
doors and grilles. Wynstan offers a wide range of safety  
doors, grilles, flyscreens and retractable flyscreens.

With Crimsafe® installed you can enjoy the same fortified security, without the bars.



At Wynstan, we want to help 

you to take charge of your 

home and turn chaos into a 

sanctuary.
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CRIMSAFE® 
SECURITY
Keep your home 
secure with Crimsafe®, 
manufactured and installed 
by Wynstan, your local 
authorised licensee.

Unlike traditional security doors and grilles fitted 
with bars, Crimsafe® is a stylish product that 
will complement your decor. Most importantly, 
Crimsafe® cannot be effectively cut, pried open 
or kicked down, ensuring your home is secure.

Crimsafe® features a patented Security Mesh 
Clamp System. While inferior products glue or 
wedge mesh into a frame, Crimsafe® sandwiches 
Tensile-Tuff® Security mesh between two serrated 
pieces of aluminium, and then screws this mesh 
into place. This results in a strong, vice-like grip 
which has a much stronger tolerance to force 
than many competing products.

Crimsafe® is constructed from 304 Grade 
Stainless Steel, which is much stronger than 
other security mesh products made with only 
316 Marine Steel. Crimsafe® Tensile-Tuff® Security 
mesh is also 26.5% thicker than other products.

In the event of a fire, Crimsafe® can help reduce 
the level of radiant heat entering your home. 
Crimsafe® Screens achieved a 45% rating for 
attenuation of radiant heat flux. This means that 
almost half the heat from a fire source on the 
other side of a screen does not transfer through 
the Crimsafe® Tensile Tuff® Security mesh.

Close-up 
of Crimsafe
Mesh and Frame

CRIMSAFE® 
DOORS
Crimsafe® Doors can  
be hinged, folding or  
bi-fold, meaning there is 
a Crimsafe® solution for 
almost any doorway. 

Crimsafe® Doors feature Crimsafe’s® unique 
Security Mesh Clamp System and 304 Grade 
Stainless Steel mesh. Crimsafe® doors also 
work as flyscreens, yet do not prevent airflow, 
ensuring that breezes are allowed in, while 
bugs are kept out!

The frame of a Crimsafe® Door can be made in 
a variety of different colours, as well as various 
wood-grain styles, giving the look of real timber.

All Crimsafe® Doors come fitted with a triple 
lock, which is crafted from stainless steel for 
superior strength and meets all Australian 
quality standards. For extra security, mid-rails 
can come standard with your Crimsafe® Doors. 
Mid-rails may help strengthen the resistance of 
your door’s lock against a jemmy attack and 
protect the hinges by reducing an intruder’s 
ability to lever it from the wall.

Crimsafe® Bi-fold Doors are a particularly 
popular option and are perfectly suited to the 
indoor/outdoor nature of Australian living, neatly 
folding to the side when not in use.

Crimsafe 
Hinged Door

Crimsafe 
Bi-fold Door

Crimsafe 
Sliding Door
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CRIMSAFE® 
ULTIMATE
With Crimsafe® Ultimate, 
an even greater level of 
strength and security  
is achieved. 

Crimsafe® Ultimate is seven times stronger 
than the impact level required by Australian 
standards and 40% stronger than regular 
Crimsafe®. Crimsafe® Ultimate features  
tamper-resistant screws which bind the  
Screw-Clamp, mesh and frame together, 
making a tightly integrated system which 
ensures greater security.

Extra security 
cover

Crimsafe Ultimate
Bi-fold Doors

Crimsafe 
Ultimate
Door
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SAFETY 
DOORS AND 
GRILLES
Wynstan Safety Doors and 
Grilles create extra safety 
while also keeping those 
pesky insects outside 
where they belong.

Safety Doors are available in a hinged or sliding 
design and, for extra peace of mind, can be 
fitted with a triple lock system. 

We can match your door to your existing door 
frame and we offer a wide colour range. Mesh 
options include fibreglass, aluminium or for a 
greater level of fire resistance, stainless steel. 

One way vision mesh is ideal for maintaining 
your views whilst keeping your privacy, and our 
paw proof mesh with an optional doggy door 
will ensure the whole family is happy. There is 
also the option of matching side lights for your 
doors. By fitting your windows and doors with 
our matching safety range, you can create a 
sleek, uniformed look.

CRIMSAFE® 
GRILLES
Ensure your home is 
protected with  
Crimsafe® Grilles. 

These fixed window grilles can be face-fitted, 
reveal-fitted using an angled frame, or fixed in 
a flyscreen track. Crimsafe® Grilles work with 
windows of various types including Louvres, 
Double Hung and Sliding Windows.

Crimsafe® Grilles feature Crimsafe® Tensile-
Tuff® Security Mesh, which is made of 304 
Grade Stainless Steel, offering premium 
strength. Crimsafe® Grilles also feature 
Crimsafe’s® Mesh Camp System. This 
contributes to the product’s incredible strength 
and eliminates the need for unsightly bars.

Crimsafe® Grilles also offer superior heat 
control. When applied over the whole area  
of a single glazed window, a Crimsafe® Grille 
will improve the window’s ‘Solar Heat Gain 
Coefficient’ by up to 53%. Crimsafe® Grilles  
are custom manufactured to perfectly fit  
your window, ensuring a clean finish and  
excellent protection.

CRIMSAFE® 
SAFE-S-CAPE®

With Crimsafe® Ultimate, 
an even greater level of 
strength and security  
is achieved. 

In an emergency, you need to evacuate your 
home in a matter of seconds and trying to get 
through a standard Crimsafe® window grille is 
difficult. The Safe-S-Scape® range features a 
keyless emergency exit function, specfically 
developed for such times.

Crimsafe® Safe-S-Capes® can be hinged at the 
top or sides and be made to swing outward or 
inward. This makes them suitable for a wide 
range of spaces.

Casting Hinged
Safety Door
Casting Hinged
Safety Door

Crimsafe
Grilles

Diamond 
Safety Grilles

Diamond 
Safety Door

Close-up
from inside
Safe-S-Cape

Crimsafe
Safe-S-Cape
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WYNSTAN 
FLYSCREENS
Flyscreens are an 
affordable and effective 
solution to pesky, germ 
carrying insects entering 
your home. 

Wynstan Flyscreen frames can be 9mm or 
11mm in thickness and can be powder coated 
to match your window frames. Choose between 
fibre glass mesh or, for a greater level of fire 
resistance, stainless steel mesh.

Wynstan Flyscreens can also be designed to 
meet the bushfire regulations of your local area. 
Get your Wynstan Flyscreens today so you and 
your family can enjoy lovely fresh air in peace.

RETRACTABLE FLYSCREENS
Retractable Flyscreens offer all the benefits of a regular 
flyscreen, with the added benefit of being able to retract. 

The Retractable Flyscreen can be made with a 
Rollaway (retract to the side) or Rollup (retract 
to the top) system.

Extra stopping points can be added to the 
track, to allow the screen to be secured at 
various points. Wynstan offers Retractable 

Flyscreen solutions for all types of windows and 
doors including sliding, double hung, louvre, 
casement, awning windows or bi-fold doors.

Choose between plain or striped mesh. For 
Rollaway Retractable Flyscreens, there is also 
the option of pleated mesh.

Close-up
of Flyscreen

Retractable
Flyscreen

Pleated
Retractable
Flyscreen

Rectractable area
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Having lost Margaret Turner, the matriarch of the Wynstan 
family to Ovarian Cancer at Christmas in 1994, the 

Wynstan family know the devastating impact this 
disease can have. You can lose a mother, a wife, a 
partner, a grandmother or a friend.
Wynstan has partnered with Ovarian Cancer 

Australia to increase awareness of this illness, while 
offering financial support to help continue research into 
Australian women living with Ovarian Cancer. The sole aim is 
change, so that others don’t have to share the same fate as 
the Wynstan family.

PARTNER OF

FA M I LY  AT  T H E  H E A R T  O F  W Y N S TA N

ovariancancer.net.au


